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ABSTRACT
Suffixes are constituents that form larger grammatical units, especially in the form of words. Each suffix has a specific function in forming the meaning type: the personal meaning type. Various suffixes form a single personal meaning in Mandarin, and each form has its specifications of personal meaning and behavior. The specifications of the personal meaning built by each suffix include (1) a person who has expertise in science, (2) a person as a member and/or part of a group or organization, (3) personal who has knowledge and skills, (4) a person with military specifications, trained person, (5) a person with the type of hard worker, and (6) a person with non-permanent or temporary activities. Due to these behavioral specifications, not all verb morphemes can be followed by suffixes that form personal meaning. Between suffixes forming personal meaning and morpheme verbs have their criteria. As a result, both are bound by the criteria and specifications of each suffix’s semantic function to form personal meaning in the grammatical unit of the word class. The scope of personal meaning built is limited and bound by the lexical meaning of verb morpheme elements followed by suffixes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Affixation process is a universal phenomenon that can be found in almost every language in the world. Although every language has characteristics as an identity, but in general, many languages in the world have affixation phenomena. Affixation is the process of adding an affix to a basic morpheme to form a more complex level. Affixation consists of two types, one of which is derivation. Derivational affix is an affiliation process that can form new types of words and/or can change meaning. This type of affixation can be found in almost all languages. However, the types of affixes and the process of affixation to form the same meaning are highly different. In this case, each language has its own characteristics. This is the same as Mandarin language which only has two types of affixes, namely prefixes (前前 qiánzhuì) and suffixes (后缀 hòuzhuì) (Feng, 2006: 43; Zhao, 1967: 67; Yán, 2019: 19). Furthermore, related to the affixation process, especially derivational affix, it can be seen in the process of word formation which refers to personal meaning. In this case, Mandarin language involves suffix elements and the suffix types involved also vary\textsuperscript{[1]–[3]}. For example, to refer to a personal meaning that has an element of meaning expertise in science will be marked by the use of the suffix \{\footnotesize ~绿 -shi\}. To form a personal meaning, the suffix \{\footnotesize ~绿 -shí\} must be placed after another morpheme, such as, morpheme \{\footnotesize 老 -lǎo\} ‘experience’ becomes \{\footnotesize 老师 -lăoshī\} which means ‘teacher’ where changes occur in the aspect of meaning. Furthermore, if the suffix \{\footnotesize ~绿 -shi\} is added after the morpheme \{\footnotesize 教 -jiāo\} ‘teach’ indicating a verb, it becomes \{\footnotesize 教师 jīāoshī\} ‘teacher’. In this case, other than changing the meaning, the type of word also changes from a verb to a noun. Then, the morpheme \text{律} \text{Lǜ} ‘law’, if the suffix \{\footnotesize ~绿 -shi\} is added after it, it becomes \text{律师} \text{lăishī} ‘lawyer’. Taking into account the three examples above, the affixation process involving the suffix \{\footnotesize 师 -shī\} can change the meaning of the basic morpheme into a personal meaning. On the other hand, to form a personal meaning that has an element of member or personal meaning that works in a certain part, the suffix \{\footnotesize ~员 -yuán\} must be used. The suffix \{\footnotesize ~员 -yuán\} is placed after the morpheme \text{演} \text{Yăn} ‘stage; show’, it becomes \text{演员} \text{yănuyuán} ‘player’. Even
though the suffix {师 -shi} and suffix {员 -yuan} have the same function to form personal meaning, it does not mean that they can be used interchangeably, such as (*老员 lǎoyuán), (*教员 jiàoyuán), (*律员 lǜyuan) or vice versa (*演员 yǎnshī). Based on the rules of Mandarin morphology, the structure of these units is unacceptable [4]–[6]. This shows that there are indications of different behavior between each type of suffix that forms personal meaning in Mandarin language.

However, as has been noted above that not all languages have the same affixation phenomenon as in Mandarin. One of them is in Indonesian. The personal meaning that is formed through the affixation process, especially involving elements of the basic morpheme is a verb. It does not use suffix elements, but uses one prefix element, namely prefix (~pe). Although in the process of affixation the prefix (~pe) undergoes an assimilation process (not found in Mandarin language), that is, with all kinds of form assimilation according to Indonesian morphological rules, the main element forming personal meaning is derived from the prefix (~pe).

The explanation above proves that every language has a linguistic phenomenon that is universal, a phenomenon that is generally shared by most languages and/or by all languages in the world. However, there are not a few linguistic phenomena that are specific and function as identity markers since they are only owned by certain languages. Based on the description above, this article does not aim to make a comparison or contrast between Mandarin language and Indonesian. This study aims to describe the behavior of suffixes forming personal meaning through the derivational affix process and the characteristics of the types of verb morphemes that can be followed by the suffix elements forming personal meaning in Mandarin language. This description of the affixation phenomenon in Indonesian is only used as a description and introductory information regarding the differences in the formation of personal meaning through the affixation process between the two languages. In addition, based on the results of the previous studies analysis, there are no results that indicate the existence of specific criteria along with a description of the behavior of suffixes forming personal meaning and the criteria for morpheme verbs that can be followed. Due to the many types of suffixes forming personal meanings, the discussion of this study is limited to the suffixes (~者 -zhē), (~师 -shī), (~兵 - bīng), (~员 -yuán), (~士 -shì), (~工 -gōng), and (~手 -shǒu). These limitations are due to two things, namely (1) to maintain the validity of the data is limited, namely, one type of data must be more than three data and (2) because the suffixes studied in this study have a fairly high frequency of occurrence or use. This can be proven by the number of each type of suffix amounting to at least 9 data.

### 1.1. Suffix

Suffix is one type of affix that is placed after the morpheme that is followed. Suffixes are also a form of bound morpheme since suffixes are constituents of larger grammatical units, especially words [7], [8]. In Mandarin language, there are many types of suffixes that have universal characteristic, namely, as constituents to form larger units in the form of words. For example, the bound morpheme in the form of the suffix (~儿 -er) already has a semantic function, namely, to form meanings related to the impression of being interesting and funny. However, it cannot be used independently and the meaning cannot be obtained if the suffix (~儿 -er) stands alone [9], [10]. The semantic function will only be formed if it is placed behind another morpheme, such as the morpheme 画 huà 'paint; draw' and add the suffix (~儿 -er). Then, it will become 画儿 huàr 'painting; description'. Like the general characteristics of suffixes, suffixes in Mandarin language can also be attached to various types of words, either behind verbs, adjectives or nouns. Due to the various types, the types of meanings built by each suffix types in Mandarin language also vary. One of them is personal meaning. The forms of suffixes that can build personal meanings in Mandarin language, including the suffixes (~者 -zhē), (~师 -shī), (~兵 - bīng), (~员 -yuán), (~士 -shì), (~工 -gōng), and (~手 -shǒu). Although the forms of these suffixes are not the same, all of them are suffixes that can form elements of personal meaning. The distinguishing aspect lies in the type of personal meaning that is constructed. Therefore, even though all of them become elements that form personal meaning, it does not mean that the same morpheme can be used by all of these suffixes. For example, in the morpheme {教 ~ jiāo-} 'teach', in order to form personal meaning, it will only be followed by the suffix (~师 -shī) so that the grammatical unit of the word class {教师 jiāoshī} 'teacher' is formed. The grammatical unit will not be accepted if the suffix element (~师 ~shi), for example, is replaced with another suffix, such as (~者 -zhē) so that it becomes {*教者 jiāozhē} or with the suffix (~家 -jiā) so that the unit will be obtained {*教家 jiāojiā}. Based on the morphological rules of Mandarin language, these units are unacceptable [11]. This proves that each suffix that functions as an element forming the personal meaning has a different specification of personal meaning. Therefore, each suffix that forms personal meaning cannot follow every morpheme, especially the type of verb morpheme since it is limited by the specification of the type of personal meaning possessed by each suffix. This means that each suffix will determine the type of verbal morpheme that
2. METHODS

This research is a type of qualitative research with a description method. The data of this study are in the form of words that have personal meanings with elements forming verb morphemes and suffix elements forming personal meanings. The total number of data is 98 data which is then classified as in Table 1. After the data is classified and identified, the next step is to analyze and describe it to get a real and concrete description of the behavior and data criteria.

Table 1. Data and classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix Types</th>
<th>者</th>
<th>师</th>
<th>员</th>
<th>手</th>
<th>士</th>
<th>工</th>
<th>兵</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>记者</td>
<td>师</td>
<td>演员</td>
<td>助手</td>
<td>骑士</td>
<td>劳工</td>
<td>骑兵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Suffix {~者-zhé}

Suffix {~者-zhé} has a semantic function to form personal meanings whose meaning specifications are broader and more general than other types of suffixes. This is because when viewed from the character of the letters, these suffixes already have the basic meaning of people. Therefore, the nature of using the suffix {~者-zhé} is looser. Although it does not mean that it can be combined with all types of verb morphemes, the possibility of being included in verb morphemes is more open and does not have the nature of frozen bond. Thus, when compared with other types of personal meaning-forming suffixes, the quantitative data of the suffix {~者-zhé} is at most 21 data. From the semantic aspect, the meaning of the suffix {~者-zhé} is a person who has professions and work in certain fields. The following is an example of data that has a suffix forming element {~者-zhé}.

1. 记 jì ‘note’ (verb) + ~者-zhé becomes 记者 jìzhē ‘journalist’.
2. 译 yì ‘translate’ (verb)+ ~者-zhé becomes 译者 yìzhē ‘translator’.
3. 作 zuò ‘do’ (verb)+ ~者-zhé becomes 作者 zuòzhē ‘author or writer’.

Based on the example above, all morphemes followed by the suffix {~者-zhé} are verb morphemes. The character of the lexical meaning possessed by each element of the verb morpheme varies. This proves that the suffix {~者-zhé} is more general and open. The meaning of the lexical element of the verb becomes the limiting scope of the suffix meaning {~者-zhé}. This means that the type of personal meaning built has been determined by the meaning of the verb morpheme element, that is, the meaning of the doer that is constructed comes from the activity of the verb morpheme element.

3.2. Suffix {~师-shī}

The semantic function of the suffix {~师-shī} is to form a personal meaning that has qualifications. In addition, it also has knowledge and expertise in the field of science which is based on certain technical and theoretical concepts. Due to the special specifications possessed by the personal meaning, the elements of the verb morpheme that can be followed are limited by the specification of the meaning. The bonding of word-forming verb morpheme elements with the suffix {~师-shī} is more special or frozen. The concept of specifying the meaning of the suffix {~师-shī} is also a limitation of the personal meaning scope that is built with the verb morpheme element. Some examples can be seen as follows.

1. 化妆 huàzhuāng ‘makeup’ (verb) + ~师-shī becomes 化妆师 huàzhuāngshī ‘makeup artist’.
2. 摄影 shèyǐng ‘photograph’ (verb) + ~师-shī becomes 摄影师 shèyǐngshī ‘photographer’.
3. 老 lǎo ‘experience’ (verb) + ~师-shī becomes 老师 lǎoshī ‘teacher’.

Seen from the examples above, lexical meaning of the morpheme element of the verb acts as an ordinate element. While the element of the suffix {~师-shī} acts as an attribute, namely it provides a specification of personal meaning that has elements of knowledge meaning and certain theoretical or technical concepts.

3.3. Suffix {~员-yuán}

The semantic function of the suffix {~员-yuán} is to form a personal meaning with personal specifications
who have certain skills and professions. This personality places more emphasis on performance aspects related to the service sector, talent in the arts and crafts, and those related to the world of performance. As a result, the semantic function of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\) is narrower and the nature of the relationship with verb morpheme elements is also more frozen. The specification of the semantic function of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\) has the function of binding personal meanings formed with verb morpheme elements so that the scope of the meaning area is also narrower. The following is an example of data regarding the use of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\) in word classes.

1. 演 yàn 'perform' (verb) + ~手–yuán becomes 演员 yánhuán 'performer or artist'.
2. 服务 fúwù 'serve' (verb) + ~手–yuán becomes 服务员 fúwùyuán 'servant'.
3. 运动 yùndòng 'exercise' (verb) + ~手–yuán becomes 运动员 yùndòngyuán 'athlete'.

It can be ascertained that the morpheme element of the verb that is added with the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\) is a type of verb that has the concept of lexical meaning. This is as required by the semantic function specification of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\), which has meaning related to aspects of service, talent, and performance.

### 3.4. Suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\)

Independently, when the letter [手 shōu] acts as a free morpheme, it has the basic meaning of 'hand'. However, when it functions as a suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\), the basic meaning of 'hand' is lost and cannot stand alone so that it no longer has meaning but turns into a semantic function. The semantic function of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\) is to form a personal meaning who has expertise or is skilled in a particular field. This semantic function is almost the same as the semantic function of the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{yuán}\), but the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\) emphasizes the skillful aspect which does not require scientific and similar aspects. Having and mastering knowledge or not, is not a provision in the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\). Furthermore, the specification of this 'skilled' semantic function is limited in scope by the activity component of verb morpheme elements. The above description can be proven through the following sample data..

1. 助 zhù 'help' (verb) + ~手–shōu becomes 助手 zhushōu 'helper or assistant'.
2. 选 xuǎn 'choose' (verb) + ~手–shōu becomes 选手 xuǎnshōu 'participant'.
3. 扒 pá 'take' (verb) + ~手–shōu becomes 扒手 páshōu 'pickpocket'.

Based on the sample data above, it is found that all the meanings constructed by the suffix \(~\text{手}–\text{shōu}\) together with verb morpheme elements reflect as individuals who have skills related to verb element activities. This means that skilled personnel carry out verb element activities where expertise and skills are built as a result of habit, not built through certain theoretical knowledge or concepts.

### 3.5. Suffix \(~\text{士}–\text{shi}\)

The suffix \(~\text{士}–\text{shi}\) also has a semantic function to form personal meaning with personal qualifications that have behaviors, abilities, and skills as a result of the process of practicing or being trained personally. The semantic classification of the suffix \(~\text{士}–\text{shi}\) is still under the expert criteria since the abilities possessed by the personal meaning are still at the level of being trained, not yet at the level of an expert. This semantic function specification is a differentiator with other personal meaning-forming suffixes. This interpretation can be proven by the following data examples.

1. 护 hù 'nurse' (verb) + ~士–shi becomes 护士 hūshi 'nurse'.
2. 骑 qí 'ride' (verb) + ~士–shi becomes 骑士 qíshì 'knight'.
3. 训 hùn 'protect' (verb) + ~士–shi becomes 训士 hūnshì 'protector or person who works to keep others safe'.

All the personal meanings constructed by the suffix \(~\text{士}–\text{shi}\) together with the verb morpheme elements indicate a person who has the ability through the practice process and is still at the level of a trained personal. This means that the personal meaning that is built can carry out verb element activities through the practice process and until it reaches a trained level. To form the specification of this personal meaning, it does not require the involvement of certain scientific and/or theoretical concepts. But, it emphasizes more on the aspect of forming a level of habituation or training as the main feature of personal meaning identity.
3.6. Suffix {~工 -gōng}

The basic meaning of letter element (工 gōng) in the suffix {~工 -gōng} actually means 'work'. This is a free morpheme in the form of a verb, but when it is used as a suffix, the meaning is lost and the type is also changed as a bound morpheme. The semantic function of the suffix {~工 -gōng} forms a personal meaning with a specification of personal meaning who has a profession as a worker who prioritizes physical elements or manual labor. As a result, the element of verb morpheme that is followed is also a type of verb that has a basic meaning of activity which emphasizes more on physical use, not the type of activity that prioritizes logical aspects. From the following sample data, it can be proven how the character of personal meaning is constructed and how the types of verb elements are followed.

1). 劳 láo ‘work’ (verb) + {~工 -gōng} becomes 劳工 láogōng ‘blue-collar workers’.

2). 维修 wéixiū ‘repair’ (verb) + ~工 -gōng becomes 维修工 wéixiūgōng ‘repairman’.

3). 刻 kè ‘sculpt’ (verb) + ~工 -gōng becomes 刻工 kègōng ‘sculptor’.

The first thing that can be noticed from the example above is the morpheme element of the verb which is followed by the suffix {~工 -gōng}. The basic meaning shared by all verb elements in the structure is a form of activity that emphasizes the impression of physical movement. This basic meaning character is evidence of conformity with the specification of the semantic function of the suffix{~工 -gōng}, which is to form a personal meaning that is limited to the specification of hard workers and/or manual workers. Thus, the semantic function specification of the suffix{~工 -gōng} serves to limit the types and characters of verb morpheme elements that can be followed by the suffix {~工 -gōng}.

3.7. Suffix {~兵 – bīng}

The suffix {~兵 – bīng} has a clearer specification of semantic functions and the realm of meaning, namely to form a personal meaning that has a profession related to the military world. Therefore, the scope of the basic meaning of verb morphemes followed by the suffix {~兵 – bīng} will be limited and brought to the direction of military-related meanings. As a result, the personal meaning that is built will also refer to the personal meaning of carrying out activities that have a relationship with the military world. As evidence, the following data examples can be considered.

1). 骑 qí ‘ride’ (verb) + ~兵 – bīng becomes 骑兵 qìbīng ‘cavalry’.

2). 闪 shǎn ‘move quickly’ + ~兵 – bīng becomes 闪兵 shǎnbīng ‘fast (army) force’.

3). 撑头 páitóu ‘line up in front’ (verb) + ~兵 – bīng becomes 撑头兵 páitóubīng ‘frontline soldiers’.

From the data above, it can be ascertained that the meanings constructed by the suffix {~兵 – bīng} together with verb morpheme elements all produce personal meanings related to the military world. The basic meaning of the verb element becomes an attribute that marks and identifies each personal meaning so that the scope of personal meaning produced is limited by the basic meaning of the verb element.

4. CONCLUSION

The semantic function possessed by each suffix has varied behavior, namely there is one type of suffix that can refer to personal meanings that have a broad scope of meaning such as the suffix {~兵 – bīng} or {~士 – shì}. The personal meaning formed by this suffix is still general in nature and does not yet have a clear identity. Thus, the specification of the personal meaning built by this suffix, the realm of its meaning is limited by the basic meaning of the verb element. As a result, the relationship between the suffix{~兵 – bīng} and the verb element is open. This means that the suffix {~兵 – bīng} is relatively more able to follow a variety of verb types. On the other hand, there are suffixes that already have a more specific semantic function, namely the scope of personal meaning that has been built has been limited and clearly identified. In this case, the suffix {~兵 – bīng} clearly limits the scope of personal meaning to the identity of the military field, and the suffix {~工 -gōng} limits the scope of personal meaning built with the identity of manual workers. As a result, these two suffixes are more closed or special so that their relationship with the verb element is frozen. This means that the two types of suffixes can only follow certain verb elements, namely verb elements that have a basic meaning that is in accordance with the specifications of the personal meaning of each of the two suffixes. Meanwhile, although not as clear as the suffix {~兵 – bīng} and the suffix {~工 -gōng}, the suffixes {~师 –shī}, {~员 –yuán}, {~士 –shì}, and {~手 –shǒu} still clearer and narrower in scope of meaning when compared to the suffix {~者 –zhē}.
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